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as by a Wrist-pin, e. There being no pitman 2. An oscillating steam-cylinder journaled 65
rod, the piston-rod is not controlled within upon trunnions, said cylinder provided on op
any precise limits, and unless its head were posite sides with steam-inlet ports communi
cushioned in this manner there would be a cating with the cylinder at each end, distant
liability of its driving out the cylinder-head. from the cylinder-heads, said ports communi
By this device, however, as already explained, cating through said trunnions with steam-inlet
When the piston-head has passed the orifice pipes, and in combination therewith auxiliary
of the inlet-steam channels it is immediately steam-ports communicating with the ends of
checked and effectually cushioned, and this the cylinder and provided with valves located
IO tendency entirely overcome.
directly in the cylinder-heads, substantially as
F represents the steam-pipe leading from and in the manner described.
75
the boiler communicating with a valve. case, 3. A steam-cylinder provided with steam
G, provided with a valve, H., having its stem inlet ports communicating with the interior
h provided with any suitable handle, h", and of the cylinder at each end, distant from the
15 preferably made reciprocatory in said case. cylinder-heads, having in combination there
The case is constructed with an inlet-channel, with auxiliary steam-ports communicating
g, communicating with either end of the case. with the ends of said cylinder and provided
The steam-pipes C C, as shown, also commu with controlling-valves located in the cylinder
nicate with the interior of the case, as shown heads, to control the admission of steam to
at c c.
either end of said steam-cylinder, substantially
I is an exhaust-pipe. It is evident that as described.
when the steam is admitted through the ori 4. An oscillatory steam-cylinder provided
fice g it will have a free passage through the with a piston-head, said cylinder constructed
channel C into the cylinder and will be per with inlet steam-ports communicating there
mitted to exhaust through the steam-port A', with at either end, distant from the adjacent
steam-pipe C, and exhaust-pipe I. So, on the cylinder-head, auxiliary steann -ports commu
other hand, when the valve is operated to ad nicating with said ports and the ends of Said
mit the steam into the valve-case through the cylinder, respectively, said auxiliary ports pro
orifice of", steam will be permitted to pass vided with controlling-valves located directly
through the channel C, to the piston-head, and in the cylinder-heads, the construction being
to exhaust through the steam-port A, steam such that the piston-head may close off the
pipe C, and exhaust-pipe II. This valve-case | steam from said channels and be cushioned
may have any desired location in the mill, upon the steam at the ends of the cylinder,
So that it may be readily and conveniently substantially as described.
35 operated by the attendant. It may be located
5. The combination, with a cylinder, of in
lnear the cylinder or at any desired distance let-ports connecting with tle interior of the I OO
therefrom, as may be required. It is evident, cylinder on opposite sides and distant from
thus, that whenever it is desired to throw the the adjacent cylinder-head, steam-pipes com
crank-arm in one direction to operate its shaft, municating with said ports, a valve to control
steam may be admitted by the attendant the admission of steam to cither of said steam
through the proper port into the cylinder by the pipes, and an exhaust-pipe communicating IO 5
proper movement of the valve H, and thereby with said valve, the construction being such
lhe may control at will the rotation of said shaft. that steam admitted through one pipe may
The cylinder, being trunnioned upon a bed, is enter the cylinder and exhaust through the
45 permitted to oscillate to conform to the posi same pipe, substantially as and in the manner
I I. ?
tion of the piston in its engagement with the described.
crank-arm. It is evident that the steam-pipes 6. The combination, with the cylinder A,
C C will communicate with the trunnions having steam-ports A. A" om opposite sides,
through suitable stufling-boxes, J J'. This said ports communicating with the interior of
forms an economical levice for certain varie the cylinder at a point distant from each cyl
ties of Work, dispensing with the pitman-rod inder-head, and auxiliary ports (t" (t", provided II 5
and other connections, and yet one very effi with valves located directly in the cylinder
cient for the purposes for which it is desired heads, of the piston D, the steam-pipes C C,
to be used.
and the valve-case G, communicating with said
What I claim is
pipes and having valve H, inlet F, and ex
1. A steam-cylinder provided on opposite haust I, substantially as described.
sides with steam-inlet pipes communicating In testimony whereof Isign this specification
with the interior of the cylinder at each end, in the presence of two witnesses.
distant from the cylinder-heads, and in com
?? bination therewit auxiliary Steam-ports com
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municating with each end of the cylinder and
having valves located directly in the cylinder VWitnesses:
heads, substantially as and in the manner de
J. F. MIoUNT,
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